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	Name: Yusupov Sarvarbek
	Affiliated University: Kimyo International University in Tashkent
	Course Name: Fundamentals of Circuit Theory
	Number of Lectures: Phisics, Mathematics and Basic electronics
	Course Language: Uzbek
	Keyword: DC, AC, current, voltage, capacitor, inductor, source, power, energy.
	Course Description 100 200 words: All branches of electrical engineering, it is based on two basic theories, namely, the theory of electrical circuits and the theory of electromagnetics. The theory of electric circuits includes many branches of electrical engineering, such as power, electric machines, control, electronics, communication, and instrumentation. Therefore, the subject "Fundamentals of Circuit Theory" is one of the most important subjects for students studying electrical engineering and is the starting point for mastering specialty subjects. Students also learn how to analyze electrical circuits including energy, charge, voltage, current, resistance, Ohm's Law, Kirchhoff's Law, DC and AC, RC, RL and RLC circuits as they master the science.
	Course Goals and Objectives Approximately 100 words: The course objective is to gain knowledge about the structure of electric circuits, types of sources, their differences, series, the parallel and mixed connection of circuit elements, determining the direction of current and voltages in the circuit, the location of elements in the circuit, they are to understand the relationship between, to learn the correct use of chain analysis methods and theorems.The course goals are the following:- to get acquainted with the basics of electric circuits, electric machines, and electronics and to know their essence, to form an understanding of their basic laws and elements;- to develop an understanding of the fundamental laws and elements of electric circuits;- to know the essence and social importance of one's future profession;- to identify the main problems of science and search for ways to solve them;- to study the energy properties of electrical elements and methods of measuring voltage and current;- ways of analyzing processes in electric circuits;- Using appropriate methods in the analysis and calculation of DC and AC circuits;- rational use of electrical engineering and electronics in scientific, technical, and technological achievements.
	Textbook: Main literature:1. Fundamentals of Electric Circuits, Charles K. Alexander and Matthew N. O. Sadiku / 5th edition, the McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., -2013. - 905 p.Additional literature:1. Elektrotexnikaning nazariy asoslari, S.F. Amirov, M.S. Yoqubov, N.G’. Jabborov / – Т.: Talqin, O‘quv qo‘llanma, -2008, -144 b.2. Elektr zanjirlar nazariyasi, A.A. Tulyaganov, S.S. Parsiyev, V.A. Tulyaganova, U.M. Abdullayev / –T.: “Aloqachi”, O‘quv qo‘llanma, -2018, -144 b.3. Elektrotexnika va elektronika asoslari, A.Rahimov / Darslik, Namangan, -2003, -322 b.4. Electrical Circuit Theory and Technology, John Bird / -2nd edition, London and New York, -2003, -975 p.
	The format  Title AuthorEditor Publisher Year of PublicationReferences: 1. https://iaeimagazine.org/2. https://library.iitp.ac.in/3. https://books.google.co.uz/books/about/Fundamentals_of_Electric_Circuit_-Theory.html?id=73aLT5BFhNIC&redir_esc=y4. https://library.iitp.ac.in/images/btech_ebook/Fundementals%20of%20Electric%-20Circuits%20by%20Alexander%20and%20Sadiku.pdf5. https://books.google.co.uz/books/about/Fundamentals_of_Circuit_Theory.html?-id=Gw8jAAAAMAAJ&redir_esc=y6. https://www.studocu.com/ph/document/bicol-university/electricalengineering-/module-1-circuit-theory-fundamentals/275450767. https://uz.khanacademy.org/science/physics/circuits-topic/circuits-resistance-/a/ee-voltage-and-current8. https://uz.wikipedia.org/9. https://www.tutorialspoint.com/electronic_circuits/index.htm10. http://www.electrodiction.com/circuit-theory
	The format  Title AuthorEditor Publisher Year of PublicationCourse Requirements and Grades: The following requirements are set for the knowledge, skills, and qualifications of students in this subject:- the importance of electrical engineering in the industry;- the ability to work electrical circuits;- to have an idea of directions for the improvement of electrical circuits;- the main scientific and technical problems and prospects of development of electrical engineering;- basic technical and economic students in electrical engineering;- know and be able to use power efficiency criteria in electric circuits;- to determine the main indicators related to the characteristics of the use of electrical circuits;- calculation of electrical circuits and correct use of certain methods;- development of recommendations on improving the efficiency and adaptability of electrical circuits to specific conditions of use;- must have the skills to analyze, calculate and evaluate electrical circuits.“A+”, “A”, “B+” marks are put to the student who can freely operate covered materials; does not make mistakes; actively participates in the process of communication; gives full and detailed answers. “B”, “C+”, “C” marks are put to the student who knows the material well, and can express it in a clear and logical way; actively participates in the process of communication; formulates full and detailed answers, but has minor inaccuracies and mistakes. “D+”, “D” marks are put to the student who has knowledge of basic material but has not obtained details, has inaccuracies; gives not have enough correct formulations while answering; breaks logical correction in presenting material; faces difficulties in the process of communication.“F” (FAIL) mark is put on the student who does not have an idea of the essence of the question; does not have answers; does not participate in the process of communication. Continuous assessment    - 30 p.Final assessment              - 70 p.Total:                  100 points
	Main ContentWeek 1: DC Circuits. Basic Concepts
	Main ContentWeek 2: Basic Laws
	Main ContentWeek 3: Methods of Analysis
	Main ContentWeek 4: Circuit Theorems
	Main ContentWeek 5: Operational Amplifiers
	Main ContentWeek 6: Capacitors and Inductors
	Main ContentWeek 7: First-Order Circuit
	Main ContentWeek 8: First-Order Circuit
	Main ContentWeek 9: Second-Order Circuit
	Main ContentWeek 10: Second-Order Circuit
	Main ContentWeek 11: AC Circuit. Sinusoids and Phasors
	Main ContentWeek 12: AC Circuit. Sinusoids and Phasors
	Main ContentWeek 13: Sinusoidal Steady-State Analysis
	Main ContentWeek 14: AC Power Analysis
	Main ContentWeek 15: Three-Phase Circuits
	Main ContentWeek 16: 
	Course Date: 2023-02-06
	Course Date_1: 2023-05-19


